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Deutsche Bank dominates both the list of asset providers and liquidity providers to the 20
ABCP trusts under the CCAA Restructuring Plan.
Deutsche Bank has about 59% of the $22 billion face amount in 135 synthetic asset
providers’ contracts. Behind Deutsche Bank are Merrill Lynch at 11%, HSBC Bank at
7%, CIBC at 7%, and UBS at 6%. These five banks represent 90% of the face amount in
the synthetic asset contracts within the 20 ABCP trusts under CCAA.
The remaining $10 billion of assets in the 20 ABCP trusts under CCAA have the asset
provider listed as N/A. These are in 142 contracts and are designated as $1.9 billion of
cash, $6.9 billion of traditional assets and $1.4 billion ineligible assets, as determined by
JPMorgan, the financial adviser to the Pan Canadian Committee.
Figure 1: Distribution of Synthetic Asset Providers - JPMorgan Report on Restructuring Specific
Contracts Source (% Face Amount)
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Deutsche Bank dominates the list of liquidity providers backing the Series A ABCP in
the 20 ABCP trusts under the CCAA Restructuring Plan. According to the Information
to Noteholders dated March 12, 2008, Deutsche Bank was the signatory for 59% of the
face amount of Series A of ABCP, followed by HSBC Bank at 13%, Merrill Lynch at
6%, Citibank at 4% and Swiss Re at 4%. The top five liquidity providers backed 86% of
the face amount in the Series A of the ABCP under CCAA.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Liquidity Providers - Information to Noteholders Page 54 Source
Distribution of Liquidity Providers (% of Face Amount in Series A)
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Figure 3: Distribution of Liquidity Providers - JPMorgan Report on Restructuring Specific
Contracts Source
Distribution of Liquidity Providers (% Face Amount in Series A)
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I get a higher 66% of face amount for the liquidity agreements backing the Series A
ABCP attributed to Deutsche Bank, when I examine the 106 asset contracts associated
with all the Series A, Series A Ineligible Assets, Series A-1 and Series A-1 Ineligible
Assets and I assign Deutsche Bank as liquidity provider in every case where it is the asset
provider as disclosed in the JPMorgan Report on Restructuring dated March 14, 2008.
Ernst & Young, the Court Monitor, supplied a report to the court dated May 2, 2008,
which provided a list of the liquidity providers by trust, which was supplementary to the
Information to Noteholders dated March 20, 2008.
I cannot explain why the pie chart shown in Figure 2 from the Information to Noteholder
dated March 20, 2008 provides somewhat different % for the liquidity providers than
what I get by adding up the face amounts of the specific asset contracts backing the
various Series A-related ABCP shown in Figure 3. Page 54 of the Information to
Noteholders dated March 20, 2008 says there is $16 billion of liquidity agreements
backing Series A, whereas my examination of the contracts shows that there is $20
billion of Series A–related ABCP face amount as noted in Figure 4. It appears that the
discrepancy between Figure 2 and Figure 3 liquidity provider percentages relates to what
Series A types are included in the analysis.
Figure 4: Number and Face Amount of Asset Contracts Backing Series A-Related ABCP from
JPMorgan Report on Restructuring dated March 4, 2008
Notes:
#
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The Information Memorandum for Non Bank ABCP Noteholders at p.50 says, "one or
more of the Asset Providers may also have transacted with an ABCP Conduit in its
capacity as a Liquidity Provider." Early in my research on Non Bank ABCP, Mark
Maybank of Canaccord told me that 99% of banks who were the liquidity agreement
signatories, were the same banks that were the counterparties to the credit default swaps
in the same trusts.
These banks are on both sides of the equation, as an asset provider, who is counterparty
to credit default swaps, and as a liquidity provider, who is the signatory for the “no use”
liquidity agreement backing the Series A of the ABCP in the same trust. There needs to
be concern that Deutsche Bank is the liquidity provider for up to 66% of the Series Arelated ABCP, while it is also the asset provider in the asset contracts assigned to the
Series A-related ABCP. As illustrated in Figure 5, Deutsche Bank was in a position of
being able to make a margin call for more cash and then to call for default with the right
to seize the trusts' collateral assets in order to pay for their default damages under their
credit default swap contract. These banks knew that they would walk from their "no use"
liquidity agreement and gain access to the trust's collateral of top rated assets that had
been funded by the ABCP owners. These bank counterparties would then control the
triggering of the crisis for the Non Bank ABCP owners in Canada, if there was widening
of credit spreads due to deteriorating credit conditions. At the same time, these banks
would know that their own interests were extremely well protected in their ability to walk
away from their liquidity agreements and to execute their first call on the top quality
collateral assets within the trust.
Figure 5: Schematic of ABCP Trust and Its Material Agreements
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The original Information Memorandum never publicly disclosed the names of the
international and Canadian bank counterparties that are specific to each of the 20 trusts in
CCAA. The specific banks, who provided liquidity agreements, except for one who
requests to be unnamed, are all provided for each trust on pages 34 to 50 of the
Information to Noteholders. Why were the international and Canadian banks that are the
counterparties to the credit default swaps not listed in the same place under the specific
trusts on pages 34 to 50 of the Information to Noteholders? We do not see the asset
providers and liquidity providers being the same banks, without doing detailed crosschecking or having insiders’ knowledge. The asset providers and liquidity providers
being the same banks only became clearly displayed to the Non Bank ABCP owners in
the May 5, 2008 supplementary report filed in the Ontario court by Ernst & Young, the
Court Monitor.
The leveraged credit default swaps produced substantial premiums within the trust that
were part of the unjust enrichment that the trust sponsors took. These credit default
contracts were also very attractively priced for the international banks, who paid
incredibly low premiums to acquire their effective "squeeze play" insurance coverage of
their credit defaults on reference credit portfolios.
The following statement in the Information Memorandum is disingenuous.
On page 17, it says, "This leveraged exposure supports a return on the synthetic asset
sufficient for the Conduit to pay a market return to its ABCP investors on its ABCP with
the required rating (e.g. R-1 (high)).
Figure 6 shows the marked-to-market losses estimated by JPMorgan at March 4, 2008,
attributed to each of the Asset Providers. The aggregate marked-to-market loss for the 20
ABCP trusts under CCAA as of that date is -$16.4 billion. The five asset providers most
responsible for this loss to Canadian ABCP owners are Deutsche Bank at -$8.2 billion,
Merrill Lynch -$2.0 billion, UBS at -$1.3 billion, CIBC at -$1.2 billion and HSBC Bank
at -$1.0 billion. These five worst asset providers represent 84% of the aggregate loss to
Canadian ABCP owners.
It is interesting to note in Figure 7 that Deutsche Bank had a clear strategy to be an asset
provider and a liquidity provider for the Series A ABCP. The loss as a result of the “no
use” liquidity agreement” signed by Deutsche Bank is -$7.9 billion, which is almost all of
the -$8.2 billion loss attributable to Deutsche Bank on all Series of ABCP. The loss
attributed to Deutsche Bank’s walking away from its liquidity agreements was 67% of
the loss on the Series A Non Bank ABCP that occurred due to the marked-to-market
damage on net assets backing Series A. The remaining one third of marked-to-market
losses on Series A ABCP is widely dispersed amongst the remaining liquidity providers:
with Merrill Lynch, Swiss Re, HSBC Bank, Citibank, CIBC and UBS each responsible
for loss of between $0.4 billion to $0.9 billion.
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Figure 6: Marked-to-Market Losses Attributed to Asset Providers
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Figure 7: Marked-to-Market Losses Attributed to Liquidity Providers
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The National Bank and Deutsche Bank are owners of the conduit sponsor, Metcalfe &
Mansfield Alternative Investments Corporation, through their co-ownership of its parent
company, Quanto Financial Corporation. This is disclosed in The Montreal Gazette
article, “National Bank in a Delicate Situation,” written by Don MacDonald on
September 30, 2007 and in the excerpt from the Apsley Trust DBRS Report below in
Figure 8. The Montreal Gazette article reports: "The managing directors of National
Bank Financial's structured finance division, Alain Pelchat and Mathieu Lafleur-Ayotte,
left the bank to run Quanto [owner of Metcalfe & Mansfield Alternative Investments
Corporation]. But a tight relationship with the bank continued. The National Bank and
Deutsche Bank Canada took minority stakes in the new company, which is controlled by
Redfern Equity Capital Partners, whose shareholders include Pelchat and LafleurAyotte."
Figure 8: Apsley Trust DBRS Report with Description of Metcalfe & Mansfield Ownership
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Figure 9 shows that Metcalfe & Mansfield, co-owned by Deutsche Bank, was the sponsor
for 17% of the total face amount of Non Bank ABCP sold to Canadians. As a co-owner
of Metcalfe and Mansfield, it is not possible that Deutsche Bank executives were
uninformed about how the Non Bank ABCP trusts were designed by the Canadian
sponsors and how the product was sold by them through the Canadian securities dealers
to the Canadian investing public.
Figure 9: Distribution of Trust Sponsors – DBRS Newsletter November 6, 2007 Source
Distribution of Trust Sponsors (% of Face Amount)
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The JPMorgan Report on Restructuring dated March 14, 2008 at page 9 says: "as of
March 4, 2008 the average mid-market indicative valuation of the Leveraged Super
Senor credit default swaps in the affected conduits (as a percentage of collateral) was
approximately 30% (i.e. down 70% from par)
This means that the JPMorgan Report says credit default swap damages owed to the bank
synthetic asset providers is -$0.70 for every dollar of face amount of collateral assets
backing these contracts. The -$0.70 damages is on the worst day so far at March 4, 2008,
when the LSS CDS interest rate spread hit a peak of 71 basis points as shown in the
interest rate spread chart for LSS DDS indices on page 8.
In Figure 10, I show the situation at March 4, 2008 for all the ABCP in the synthetic and
traditional asset category. The credit default damage for this entire category is -$0.51,
lower than the $-0.70 damages noted in the text of the JPMorgan Report for the LSS
trades, because the synthetic and traditional asset category also has $9 billion of
traditional assets in it that are not as damaged as the LSS CDS assets of $17 billion on
March 4, 2008.
Figure 10: Average Marked-to-Market Valuation of Traditional & Synthetic Assets Category JPMorgan Report on Restructuring Source
For Every $1.00 Non Bank ABCP, the Marked-to-Market New Long Term
Notes in Traditional & Synthetic Group As of March 4, 2008
(Expected Trading Range for All New Long Term Notes of $0.43 to $0.51,
as of April 18, 2008)
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What concession has Deutsche Bank made?
The concession of the international banks under the CCAA Restructuring Plan is to
concede their right to current margin calls that would replenish the cushion of collateral
assets above the debt owed to them to an average of 44% from the 20% it was at on
March 4, 2008. Also, the international banks agreed to adopt a second margin call trigger
process that made the prospects for a future margin call highly unlikely. The latter
concession means that the international banks have not only agreed to not seize collateral
assets now, but also not likely to seize collateral assets during the nine year life of the
new long term notes. The CCAA Restructuring Plan changed the timing of the
international banks’ right to seize collateral assets, until the end of the long term notes’
maturity and its rights would practically be restricted to the actual default damages in
their reference credit portfolios at that time. The changes in the margin triggers and
collateral provisions in the CCAA Restructuring Plan, plus the new margin credit facility,
allows the trusts to avoid not meeting the margin calls entitled under current contracts
and enables the trust ABCP owners to avoid liquidation now.
In Figures 11, I show the distressed liquidation scenario for the ABCP traditional and
synthetics assets category, where the CDS contracts have liabilities at their top limit of
-100%, and all the collateral assets tied to these CDS contracts are seized and liquidated
for the benefit of the bank CDS counterparties.
Figure 11: Average Liquidation Valuation of the Traditional & Synthetic Assets Category - Urquhart
Analysis
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The international bank CDS concessions buy time, so that ABCP owners can benefit
from lower credit default swap liabilities in the future as credit spreads fall across all
types of credit instruments including the LSS CDS trades as the current crisis settles
down.
Figure 12, provides the case for why the Canadian ABCP owners would vote yes to the
ABCP CCAA Restructuring Plan, since the CDS liability is expected to be substantially
less than now and will certainly not be the -100% in the liquidation scenario of Figure 11.
My professional opinion, however, is that the Non Bank ABCP cannot go back to full
par value by the 9 year maturity date of the restructured long term notes, due to
permanent impairments in the ineligible assets that are U.S. and Canadian sub-prime
mortgages and possibly in some of the traditional assets too. Also, there is no guarantee
that the CDS contracts will not require actual credit default damage payments that exceed
the low end of the average damage threshold for all the CDS contracts in the ABCP trusts
at 17.4% to 62.7% at the maturity date of CDS contracts and the new long term notes.
Figure 12: Average Long Term Valuation of the Traditional & Synthetic Assets Category - Urquhart
Analysis
9 Year Maturity Date Situation for Every $1.00 Non Bank ABCP
Realization on New Long Term Notes in Traditional & Synthetic Group
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